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Yeah, yo Smurf
I wanna take it back baby, way back
This one for you Slow, yeah

This place's jumping, I'm feeling ready
The lights are dancing and climate's sexy
Oh, do you feel it too? Let it take over you
Do what you wanna do, I'm gonna rock with you

You won't be singled out, everybody's VIP
Request your favorite song and let it set you free

Inside your soul believe it's supernatural
Just pull up close and explore everything possible
DJ don't stop the music, I can feel it taking it over
You can stroup gettin' in to it and bang like they used to

Just involve yourself
Have drinks, hit the floor, put your mind at ease
If for nothing else
Livin' a life of someone that's worry free

Congregating, anticipating
A hot situation, bodies embracing
Move with intensity, hold on as we proceed
Release the pressure to your curiosity

Be ambitious, express your energy
Stop the madness and let it set you free

Inside your soul believe it's supernatural
Just pull up close and explore everything possible
DJ don't stop the music, I can feel it taking it over
You can stroup gettin' in to it and bang like they used to

Just involve yourself
Have drinks, put your mind at ease
If for nothing else
Livin' a life of someone that's worry free

Let this music indulge you, revolve all around you
Let this feeling consume you, mystify every part of you
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The way hips sway and communicate
Let's celebrate, participate, appreciate

We're on the same page, this must be synergy
Slide ride a pony for me and let it set you free

Inside your soul believe it's supernatural
Just pull up close and explore
DJ don't stop the music, I can feel it taking it over
You can stroup gettin' in to it and bang like they used to

Just involve yourself
Have drinks, put your mind at ease
If for nothing else
Livin' a life that's worry free

We can bang like they used to
All night, we will bang like they used to
We will, will, will bang, bang
We will, will, will bang like they used to
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